Sample Character Traits

able     demanding     hopeful     restless
active    dependable    humorous    rich
adventurous depressed     ignorant    rough
affectionate determined    imaginative    rowdy
afraid    discouraged    impatient    rude
alert     dishonest     impolite     sad
ambitious  disrespectful  inconsiderate  safe
angry     doubtful     independent  satisfied
annoyed    dull      industrious    scared
anxious    dutiful     innocent     secretive
apologetic  eager     intelligent  selfish
arrogant    easygoing  jealous    serious
attentive  efficient     kindly    sharp
average    embarrassed     lazy     short
bad       encouraging     leader     shy
blue      energetic     lively     silly
bold       evil      lonely     skillful
bored     excited     loving     sly
bossy     expert      loyal      smart
brainy     fair      lucky     sneaky
brave     faithful     mature     sorry
bright     fearless    mean     spoiled
brilliant  fierce     messy     stingy
busy     foolish    miserable    strange
calm      fortunate     mysterious  strict
cautious   foul       mature     stubborn
cheerful     fresh     nervous    sweet
careful    friendly     nice     talented
careless    frustrated  noisy     tall
cautious    funny      obedient    thankful
classy     giving     obnoxious    thoughtful
coarse     glamorous    old     thoughtless
cowardly  gloomy     peaceful    tired
cruel     gentle     picky     tolerant
cruel     giving     pleasant    touching
curious    greedy     polite     trustworthy
dangerous  grouchy     poor     trustworthy
daring    grumpy     popular     unfriendly
dark      guilty     positive    unhappy
decisive  happy      precise    upset
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